Colour Energy® is the leader in teaching the philosophy behind colour vibrational tools. The concept behind our high powered Spiritual Sprays are to remind the body’s energy field of its original “colour” blueprint. Restoring balance to imbalances, in turn our body, mind & spirit can return to a harmonic state.

Matter, such as our physical body, is organized by wave forms and frequencies. Resonance is the basic principle that similar vibrations will naturally vibrate together. Our Spiritual Sprays work to transform your inner life by influencing your energetic system with a force that has a frequency to its own natural healthy frequency. Use to ground or uplift your energy and to enhance your mood and emotions.

These high powered Spiritual Sprays are made with holy water, essential oils, alchemy essences and vibrational frequencies (programmed using crystals, sound, colour, planes, sacred geometry and other energies found in nature). Contains corresponding gemstones. Simply mist your aura with the spray you are drawn to at the moment or based on your energy needs at the time. Also can be used to change the energy in a room and to program gemstones.

**ROOT CHAKRA SPIRITUAL SPRAY** — Use to bring strength and vitality into your physical, mental, emotional & spiritual layers of your aura. Increase your driving force by stimulating your Muladhara centre. This spray will help to empower your spirit and make you feel more connected to life. Builds up courage and personal independence. Red Tiger’s Eye & Red Jasper are powerful stones that provide a strong protection barrier and bring about a feeling of safety and security.

**SACRAL CHAKRA SPIRITUAL SPRAY** — Spray this liquid happiness above your head and feel your aura shimmer with delight! The essences used in this recipe will naturally uplift your spirit, especially in times of hardship. Orange energy stimulates your emotions so that you feel more enthusiastic and confident. The Carnelian gemstone is an energy booster. It helps the insecure person to find strength within them so they can come into their own. Similarly, Goldstone builds energy, courage and a positive attitude.

**SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA SPIRITUAL SPRAY** — This light and spiritually uplifting spray helps to move the emotional energy of the sacral chakra through the ego centre and upwards to the heart. Often we protect ourselves to avoid getting hurt, but to feel is our right. Nowadays, we put too much emphasis on our own independence, but a balanced Solar Plexus chakra shines a brilliant golden yellow hue. Citrine is a solar plexus chakra stone that is said to magnify positive personal energy. Whereas, Sunstone attracts the strength of the sun to solarize your sun centre. Both stones are associated with good fortune.

**HEART CHAKRA SPIRITUAL SPRAY** — Use this loving Spiritual Spray to connect you to Divine Love & Light. The Heart chakra is the centre that unites the lower aspects of our being with the higher energies of spirit. When these two realms merge the heart expands and fills with an abundance of universal love and spirit. Beneficial to help release feelings of guilt, resentment, blame – unresolved heartfelt issues. The Aventurine gemstone is known to attract prosperity.

It encourages regeneration of the heart and reinforces decisiveness. Emerald is the stone of successful love, enhancing devotion and domestic bliss.

**THROAT CHAKRA SPIRITUAL SPRAY** — Increase your communication abilities by spritzing your aura several times a day with this potent remedy. As the particles of the essence fall on you, envision the openness of the blue ray expanding your voice with the power of expression. This refreshing spray is helpful to clear old thought patterns, inspiring higher ideals. The Blue energy encourages rational thought, objectivity, truth, along with verbalisation of feelings. The Sodalite gemstone is said to give a career success and help with creative solutions, realizing goals and increasing one’s affluence. Lapis Lazuli brings serenity and deepens inner self-knowledge & truth.

**BROW CHAKRA SPIRITUAL SPRAY** — This Essence connects you to inner wisdom and guidance. A deeper understanding of who you are unites you with your soul’s purpose. Spray generously, inhaling the aroma while asking spirit to show you the way. Feel the power of your third-eye and intuition linking you with the source. Both Amethyst & Moonstone activate spiritual awareness, enhancing inner growth, intuition & psychic abilities. Moonstone stabilizes the emotions.

**CROWN CHAKRA SPIRITUAL SPRAY** — Your destiny is directly linked to your own awakening as a spiritual being. This empowering spray will assist you to unite the trinity of your body, mind and spirit. Open yourself to the cosmos and while using this incredible spray affirm that the universe supports your visions and that you will accomplish all that you are meant to. This essence will help you to see the beauty of life. The Quartz Crystal gemstone is able to structure, store, amplify, focus, transmit and transform energy, which includes matter, thought, emotion & information. In combination with Rose Quartz radiates a loving vibe!

**WHITE LIGHT SPIRITUAL SPRAY** — This all encompassing Spiritual Spray contains all the vibrations of the rainbow – prism power in a bottle! White Light was made to raise your personal vibration by balancing all your chakras simultaneously and in a safe manner. This spray is ideal for all types of practitioners, including Reiki & energy workers, prior to giving a treatment. White Light supports energy transformation and illumination. Use to attract prosperity & wealth into your life. White Light represents the balance of power between all aspects of your being, bringing about a higher state of consciousness by uniting your cosmic consciousness with your lower consciousness. Gemstones of Sunstone & Moonstone are combined to create perfect harmony of your yin/yang energies. Other uses: Charge & illuminate crystals and spaces with “light” energy.

**What Can I Expect From Essences?**

Generally, you will notice a shift within three to six weeks. Most people will experience a change in their mental, emotional or spiritual state after a short period of time. Vibrational sprays work subtly, however, some individuals may experience an immediate catharsis or a total transformation.

Disclaimer: Due to the natural nature of pure essential oils, such as Vanilla which is a resin, floating particles or a cloudiness may occur. Avoid spraying on clothing. Shake bottle before use. If spray nozzle clogs rinse under warm water.